1964 Mercedes-Benz W111/112 - 300SE
Sunroof Coupe
300SE Sunroof Coupe

Sold
Year of manufacture

1964

Mileage

20 759 mi /
33 409 km

Gearbox
Chassis number

Drive

LHD

Interior colour

Red

Condition

Used

Location

Manual
W11202122006495

Number of seats

4

Number of doors

2

Drivetrain

2wd

Fuel type

Petrol

Exterior colour

Other

Car type
Exterior brand colour

Coupé
Silver Grey
Metallic

Description
Recently released from its one and only owner
Only 20,759 miles!
Rare and desirable 1964 Mercedes-Benz 300SE
One of only 706 built in 1964!
Exceedingly rare factory right-hand-drive example!
Numbers matching 3.0 liter engine
4-speed manual transmission
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Largely original trim and unrestored interior
Stunning color combination
Options:
Sunroof
Leather Seats
Power Steering
Power 4-Wheel Disc Brakes
Chrome 300SE Trim
14” Bundt Alloy Wheels
Hella Fog Lights
AM/FM Cassette Radio With Power Antenna
Includes previous registration and data card copy from the Mercedes-Benz Classic Center
Recent service including new air bags
An ideal candidate for a full restoration or could be driven and enjoyed as is!
A dream for the Mercedes-Benz collector or enthusiast
The magnificent 1964 Mercedes-Benz 300SE Sunroof Coupe featured here is finished in stunning
Silver Grey Metallic over an original red leather interior. This exceedingly rare factory right-handdrive example was sold new to a businessman in Singapore and later accompanied him to his home
in Ontario. Having just recently been released from single ownership, this W112 coupe retains its
numbers matching engine and its original leather interior with a mere 20,759 miles on the odometer.
Showing a sympathetic respray, this 300SE could very easily be taken to the next level of
presentation, or could be driven and enjoyed as is! With only 706 300SE coupes and convertibles
built in 1964, this documented right-hand-drive example is one of very few built and is likely one of
only a handful in existence today! Classic cars have proven to be among the most resilient and
rewarding investments in recent years with the Historic Automobile Group Index (HAGI) jumping 39%
in 2013, 16% in 2014 and 17% in 2015 while posting gains of 467% over the last 10 years. Ready to
make an investment you can actually enjoy? Please contact one of our expert sales consultants at
(314)@91-7000 or info@schmitt.com for more information. They will be happy to give you a
complete walk-around, supply you with a more detailed description, and answer any questions you
may have. Buy with confidence.
History of the 300SE
The 300SE, internally known as the W112, was first introduced in 1961 as a sedan. The new model
wore the same body style that was introduced at the Frankfurt Auto Show in 1959. Exterior
improvements for the new model included wider chrome trim on the sides in addition to the wheel
arches. Under the hood the M189 3.0 liter inline-6 fitted with Bosch mechanical fuel injection
produced 160 horsepower. A state of the art pneumatic air suspension system was utilized (the same
system later used in the 600 Grosser) while 4-wheel disc brakes ensured adequate brake
performance. Coupe and convertible models were introduced in 1962 and examples built after
January 1964 gained an additional 10 horsepower. Selling at nearly twice the price of a 200 series
model, the 300SE was the most expensive “standard” Mercedes-Benz of the early 1960’s, with the
exception of the 600 Grosser that was first offered in 1963. The quality, comfort and performance
meant that the 300SE was a frequent sight at some of the most exclusive destinations on the planet.
Trades welcome! Financing available. Please visit www.schmitt.com to view our full inventory.
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